Foreword by Dr Hein de Jong
Wassili Zafiris took a gamble by asking me to write an introduction for his book Happiness is
Depressing. After all, I am a psychiatrist that has treated depressed people for many decennia. Most of
the time with a combination of psychoanalysis and medication.
We met, Wassili and I, when he had just finished his book and I was writing my first novel. Two
writers seated at a long table in France. I read Wassili’s book in one breath then, and now read it a
second time. We were both touched by the tremendous increase of depression in the world.
Wassili had become curious about his own experience with depressed feelings. Feelings that he at first
did notrecognize. In my family, depression is more common and has been a clear motivation for me to
become a psychiatrist. We agreed quickly. Not all people with depression need medication, let alone
psychotherapy. That would be impossible by any medical standard anyway. What to do then? In a
time when there was confusion about the diagnosis of mental problems there was a clear need for
order. A machete was needed to clear the way in the jungle. That’s how the DSM classification system
came into being. Psychiatry has moved 50 years ahead since then and we ourselves have walked into
the machete. The path to clarity has led to a parcelled-out area with 350 diagnosed mental illnesses
now, as opposed to 112 then. Frances, who led the composition of the DSM IV has been very clear
about the fact that the DSM classification system has gone too far. It has become a diagnosis bible and
landed in the hands non-clinicians. This could be due to refined diagnostics, as well as to misuse by
the pharmaceutical industry. The sad consequence of this money abusing machine is that it has not led
to a better treatment of the depressive client. Form has outstripped content.
So, what about Wassili’s story? He states that from within the dark room that holds the client captive,
if given the proper attention and interventions, an opening to the light can be found once again. The
machete we run into is actually the repression of the complex moods we call depression.
A living dynamic vision on the human condition of people with these problems has become a rigid
system of diagnostics with an impaired vision of what it means to live in a dark room and what to do
about that. Just like the fact that depression has become a fixed state so has happiness become an
implicit demand in our lives instead of an adventurous ride. When we are down, we do not know our
past anymore nor do we experience the opportunities of the future. We, because this can happen to all
of us, will shape an inner world of sombre subjective experiences.
Wassili is not interested in a diagnosis, he gets to work with his private clients and groups; and with
the right attention depressed clients come out of their dark rooms. This is a manual to find light again
when feeling down and a learning manual for professionals. Prevent and resolve loneliness, help them
to get a realistic self-image, and teach them how to deal with setbacks. Make sure their inner world
(or ‘landscape’ as Wassili calls it) does not remain static. Learn how to find strength and creativity in
the depressed state, a state that is often a different name for mourning and unachievable assumptions.
In this, psychoanalysis and Wassili’s method find each other, each with their own target audience, but
the latter is by far the biggest.
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